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ABSTRACT

This research describes how to learn English through social media especially in Indonesia. As all the people needs, social media is one of the essential part in every single creature in this world. Although not all human uses social media, but almost all the people tested or to be apart in social media. Unfortunately there is no legal law to protect legality in social media, it means that social media is wild media that not reflecting in the real life. A good user of social media also have a positive impact on cyberspace. Therefore learning English through social media is one of a good ways as a user in social media. Through social media, the educators must update their ways in teaching learning process especially in teaching English.
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Introduction

There are 74.2% in the year 2017, 81% in the year 2018 and 86.5% in the year 2019 from 268.369.114 million of Indonesian using social networks. Related to the survey above, Indonesia is the fourth highest number of Facebook users in the world. While experts say that Facebook is still in the lead of social media, and ultimately is the best platform for group interaction.

This research suggests, not that English or any other language can be learned entirely through social media platforms, but it can be considered as a media for creating a good learning environment and a space for practice in an informal context. Social media nowadays offers innovative and easy to use the platform to mobilize people. It broadens the opportunity to share information among themselves. The level of people interaction become very high due to high use intensity of social media. Addictional, social media develop self-motivation on topics seen in class which, in a snowball effect reinforces skills like written expression and creativity.

Community Managers work interconnected with all their medias such as facebook, tweeter, youtube, google+, whatsapp, telegram, skype, IG and others to create affective communication and achieve their targets. In this case, teachers act as community managers, providing students attractive content such as youtube, instagram, and etc; in social media platforms such as facebook and twitter. Teachers also show personal interest by using direct communication medias such as whatsapp, and facebook messenger.

Communication occurs necessary, when a teacher provides the first content, it can be a video or an image with a quick question to make reflection and to check awareness. Students will start talking in the comments area, they will have more confidence and eventually they will dare to share their own content.

Communication period between teachers and students in the social
media as follows: first, teacher provides first content and gives scaffolding, then social media as a platform to transfer the material related to the topics, after that the students interact with each other, through social media and the students find confidence, then the students share their likes using the target language.

Social networks have to be clear in a socialize and not technical way of thinking, how ties between people act different depending in the context.

Facebook is on of new era technologies and forms of social media in cyber, moreover this media will allow people to get closer by being more intimate. Twitter in the other hand allows powerless social networks to get stronger by making bigger social networks. In this context, social media creates spaces for interaction that can be taken into advantage by teachers to pursue the students’ motivation.

The previous study have found the relation between self-regulated learning and social media; it states that as social interaction happens in the classroom, interaction is happening in the media, and this helps students experience the formal an informal side of input. The out coming of social media as a highly self-motivated, autonomous, and informal way of learning.

Other researchers came up with a table to provide framework for social media medias, they did not contemplate either Facebook or Twitter. They recommended blogs to write personal dairies, LinkedIn for professional profiles, wikis, YouTube or flicker to search more information, but interaction between them was not encouraged in 2012.

The other researcher emitted the results of the survey social media for teaching and learning. Their results are convincing, from 2012 to 2013 social media in teaching has grown 21.3% and an inflection point has come, blogs and wikis still are more used than facebook, however they provide a space to create larger contents. While facebook and twitter make content created by students more creative, given the space and design of the media. One of the concerns for faculties is the security and privacy of the social media.

Methodology

The methodology was divided in two perspectives, the teacher’s perspective and the student’s social.

Teacher’s perspective

25 English teachers answered a survey with four agree/disagree questions and one open question, which states their common thoughts of social media as a learning platform. The result in pie graphics describe what teachers think about using social media as follows: first, 89% agree that the teachers use social media with their students, second 100% agree that the teacher said that social media can be useful for teacher to create a good learning environment, third 100% agree that the teachers can take advantage of social media to create interest and reinforce topics seen in the class room, the last 78% agree that the students improve their English by using social media.
English teachers in their majority use social media with students. They all think that social media creates a good learning environment and that teachers can take advantage to reinforce topics seen in the classroom. In the other hand, just 14 teachers think that student’s improve their English. Either way, social media is a trend among teachers and it is used as a media.

In the open question teachers expressed three main ideas about social media and their perspective as teachers:

- Social media and technology is part of their lives and input on those platforms are attractive for student’s and makes them more interested.
- Social media can be used to provide cultural background such as jokes or others and typical phrases.
- Social media are good to reinforce some topics seen in the classroom.

Observation and Testing
A group on Facebook was opened for A students; the learners were teenagers and young adults. The students were provided with videos and photos related with their lesson plan and they were asked to active participate in Facebook group. Their response was so slow, but as their course went on they began making comments regularly. Interaction among them was poor, but they understood the information provided and they talked about it in the classroom. One of them provided more information, different from the lesson plan and they had a high positive response to that.

Conclusions
In this case, especially in choosing the appropriate social media to teach Indonesia students especially in learning English would be as easier than other media. On the other way, teachers interested in handling these activities should talk with every group of the students to consider their students limitations and access an interest in the social media.

Others media for achieving communication between teachers and students are the direct contact media such as whatsapp, telegram, facebook messenger, which provide more individual approach, which also creates a good environment around them.

Related to the age. Teachers must consider about the students’ age, however most of the social media have limitations in terms of age. One of the rules as the users in social media is persons over 13 years old are able to make a profile. That is why teachers would incur in a legal matter if they encouraged social media among children. In other words, applying students to use facebook or other social media is better among young adults and adults.

In supporting teaching learning process, teachers must publish information according to the English level of students, photos, videos, charts, info graphics, or others sources. Every text that contained with the images or pictures in the post should invite students to participate more.
Social media lends the learners’ opportunity to practice English every day, in different context. Their progress is gradual, they learn from their mistakes as they have monitor and platform all the time. The students feel motivated and encouraged to always keep producing. Social media equipments are inevitable; it is part of human lives.
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